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Welcome

to the 25th and best
year of Kurra-Wirra
Merinos. When analysing the stud’s key moments of the last 12 months, I couldn’t go
past the link between using Australian Sheep Breeding Values (ASBVs) for our genetics gain, and the link they have had to delivering
commercial gain we are seeing on farm.
Never has the link between the science of Australian Sheep Breeding Values (ASBVs) and the reality of the genetic gain in our commercial flock been so apparent. The long-term commitment and
investment in the maternal mothering of the ewes is paying off
with our lamb survival and general mothering of our ewes going
to new highs. Our multiple bearing ewes are weaning more and
more lambs and the ability of our ewes to bring more lambs to the
cradle at a younger age is a direct correlation to the work we have
put into the maternal nature of our ewes. We have achieved this by
collecting Maternal Behaviour Scores when birth weighing lambs
for 8 years now and having some of the best and most accurate
reproductive data in the entire Sheep Genetics database.
Our extensive genomic testing over the years has allowed us to
jump forward another year of our generation interval and use 120
ram lambs instead of our general run of MA rams. The quality of the

data we collect and the investment in genomics allows us to make
better decisions at a younger age. Therefore we can replace using
our mixed age rams with ram lambs before making them available
to our clients. This means you now get access to top of the drop
rams like never before.
The ability for us to stand next to our rams and say we have tested
them for everything still is something that pleases us. We go the
extra mile to make sure all the important traits are collected and
collected well (see data quality score later in newsletter) which not
many in the industry can say. The hard to measure reproductive
component traits (Maternal behaviour score, conception, litter size
and ewe rearing ability), footrot, WEC, staple length and strength,
adult fleece and body weights, structure scores plus genomics are
just a few of the extra traits that you get from Kurra-Wirra genetics
that you don’t at other studs. Ask yourself, ‘Are you giving yourself
the best opportunity of achieving your breeding objective if you
source rams from someone not collecting this data?’.
We look forward to seeing breeders at SheepVention, and Marnoo
field days as well as on-farm with the rams tied up at our Open day
and Sale day. Thanks again to all the Kurra-Wirra team and to our
clients who have backed our breeding program and future direction. The future is extremely exciting, and we can’t wait to take you
on the journey with us.

SUMMARY
Data Quality Score
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• “Kurra-Wirra Data Quality Score on 7/7/22 = 5 star up with the top
25 studs nationally.”
• Kurra-Wirra stud ram team trackers
• “In our stud ram team tracker, the gains have been huge over
the last 7 years in all traits.”

Joining ram lambs
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• “We used 120 8-9 month old ram lambs in our commercial flock
joining as well as 3 ram lambs in stud.”

Rams on offer / ET program
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• “Use them, capture the genetic gain and then offer nearly all of
them for sale.”
• “More ‘top of the drop’ rams available than ever before at this
years on property ram sale on Monday 31st of October”
• “The 2nd area of investment was to do a Embryo Transplant (ET)
program for the first time in years.”
• “9 ewes in the ET mob”
• “The combination of using ram lambs and increasing the quality
of drop through an ET program has allowed us to offer more of the
drop for sale than ever before”.
• “Nearly the entire drop of rams on offer as hogget’s every year.”
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Weaning Rate ASBV
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• “ Use the Ram Select app to check how their ram team is going
for WR as it is a significant part of your breeding objective”
• “Feel free to get in touch for help”

Use Ram Team Manager

6

• We promote the use of the Ram Select app and its feature “ram
team tracker” which allows you to track your ram team and flocks
genetic journey over time. As shown in the “KW Ram team Genetic change” section the graphs track the genetic progress of your
ram team and flock over time. We believe the “ram team tracker” is
your “flocks future genetic direction” in combination with the DNA
flock profile which is the “here and now” of your flock
• “It allows you to set up, track and take you forward genetically,”

Non Mulesed

8

• “All rams available for purchase again at this year’s ram sale and
onwards, will be NM giving our buyers the ability to see and make
decisions about their future based both on the visual and the applicable ASBVs (breech wrinkle, cover, and dag).”

Foot-rot
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• “We are still working on the footrotASBV and running the trial
again in 2022.”
• “Sheep Genetics we are still working on creating a bigger data
set and one that is more linked”
• “Only 6 studs across Australia are collecting this data.”
• “We anticipate having ASBV’s (or at least within flock breeding
values) available by years end“

Target sheep repro Ovastim + Multimin

10

• “This year we have adopted the Virbac Target sheep repro program and the results thus far have been outstanding.”
• “The use of Ovastim and Multimin in the Target Sheep Repro
program can deliver unparalleled results to help improve productivity, fertility and fecundity through a dual mode of action.”

Mob size and maternal behavior
with multiples

10

• “We have consistently been marking north of 160% in our twin
bearing ewes for a few years now. The combination of smaller mob
sizes as well as dramatic improvement in the maternal behavior
of our ewes has led to these results.” -Michael Close commercial
sheep manager
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Data Quality

Data is the cornerstone of Sheep Genetics’ evaluations. Optimising data quality is vital to enhance the
reliability of ASBVs, make accurate selection decisions and maximise genetic gains. Sheep Genetics
have now developed a Data Quality Score (DQS) that will now be routinely reported back to breeders
by Sheep Genetics as part of the 2022 Enhancements. The DQS is made up of measures of data quality,
quantity and timeliness as measured by:
• The amount of data, including the number of animals and traits being recorded
• Completeness and accuracy of records, including how well pedigree, birth date and birth types and
performance traits are recorded
• Data structure, including progeny numbers and sire representation across groups, and linkage
• Timeliness, which is a measure of how promptly data is submitted to the evaluation from time of
collection

Kurra-Wirra
Data Quality Score
Data Quality Score - Overall
Data Quality Score: 83.3

5 stars

Number of flocks per DQS

Displayed as a single combined score for the flock, the DQS evaluates data from the last 5 years. The
score is provided both as a value out of 100, where the higher the value the better the data quality, as
well as a star rating to reflect the range that your score fits. For example, a DQS score that sits between
60 and 80 out of 100, will receive a 4-star rating.
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Figure 1. Kurra-Wirra Data Quality Score on 7/7/22 = 5 star up with the top 25 studs nationally.

As shown in Figure 1, Kurra-Wirra has a DQS of 83.3 which is 5 star and puts us in the top 25 studs in the
database for data quality. It is important to note that the DQS has been developed to explicitly measure
the quality of the data being collected and submitted for genetic evaluation. This is different from the
accuracy values reported with ASBVs. Accuracy is mainly capturing the quantity of data that contributes
to a breeding value, rather than how well that data has been captured.
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One thing we know is that your ram team is the main driver of genetic gain in any sheep business. Your
ram team is the future of your flock and is pivotal to increasing profitability through genetic gain. The
genetics of your ram team flow throughout your sheep business, no different to the Kurra-Wirra stud
ram team here. As shown in our stud ram team tracker, the gains have been huge in our stud ram team
over the last 7 years in all traits. The projected data and phenotype for the future progeny (clients ram
teams and flocks) is extremely exciting.

Kurra-Wirra
stud ram team
trackers
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This March we used 120 8–9-month-old ram lambs in our commercial flock joining as well as 3 ram
lambs in stud. They were all above 45 kgs in body weight and joined at 1 ram to 30 ewes for a 5 week
period. Scanning results showed no difference in comparison to the few mobs of MA rams.
We are very excited about this result as it will allow us to take a year off our generational interval.
It also shows the power and strength of our data and payback for the genomic investment we make
every year on all rams at lamb marking. When making the decision to use a ram lamb or not we use a
combination of visual and ASBVs.
You might wonder if the ASBVs accuracy are good enough to use at that stage? For some studs NO but
for us YES. Because we have such quality data sets on our animals, it allows us to use pedigree, weights
at weaning and post weaning plus genomics to get a really accurate prediction of the animal when
classing the rams. The genomic test that is backed by our near 3000 genomic tests we have taken gives
us a great tool for more accurate early predictions.
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Rams on offer / ET program

WR update/ Birth weighing

With the expansion of our own commercial flock over the last
6 months you would be right to think that there would be more
pressure on ram availability and quality from a clients perspective.

Weaning Rate ASBV

We have successfully used a large run of ram lambs as our ram
team. This is now allowing us to use them, capture the genetic gain
and then offer nearly all of them for sale. This means there will be
more ‘top of the drop’ rams available than ever before at this years
on property ram sale on Monday 31st of October.
The 2nd area of investment was to do a Embryo Transplant (ET) program for the first time in years. We evaluate every ewe in the stud
and critiqued them using a combination of her phenotypic attributes, her ASBVs and most importantly her breeding strike-rate to
get 9 of the best ewes to flush for the ET program. One of the ewes
was 200010 who reared a lamb as a ewe lamb, had the best ASBVs
in the flock at the time, had outstanding phenotypic attributes and
her mum was also in the mob of 9 ewes in the ET mob. It’s ewes like
this that we are trying to expand their impact on the flock and to
further increase the amount of top end genetics on offer.
The combination of using ram lambs and increasing the quality of
drop through an ET program has allowed us to offer more of the
drop for sale than ever before. Our confidence in our breeding program ensures we will only keep a handful of MA ram throughout
our business for stud purposes with nearly the entire drop of rams
on offer as hoggets every year.
We hope this investment and strategy helps to quell any nerves
about ram quality and quantities going forward and hopefully excites everyone at the prospect nearly the entire drop being on offer
for sale.

Sheep Genetics have reconfigured how reproduction is made up
of a series of traits including conception (CON), litter size (LS) and
ewe rearing ability (ERA). Previously, the ASBV used to select for improved reproduction was a single trait – Number of Lambs Weaned
(NLW). The breakdown of reproduction into its components has
allowed breeders to make more targeted genetic gain in the different drivers of reproduction as well as incorporating genomic information.
However, having a single reproduction trait is important to assist
commercial producers in making selection decisions, and for inclusion in selection indexes. Therefore, a combined trait ‘Weaning
Rate’ (WR) has been developed and now replaces NLW.
What is ‘Weaning Rate’ (WR)? Weaning rate is defined as the number of lambs weaned per ewe joined, and is expressed in the units
of ‘lambs’, similar to the component traits.
As an example, consider two rams, one with a WR ASBV of 0, and
the other with a WR of 0.2. As rams make up half the genetic merit
of their progeny, the ram with a WR of 0.2 will have daughters who
on average wean 0.1 more lambs per ewe joined, than the daughters of a ram with a WR of 0. WR is calculated using the improved
reproduction traits and is derived by placing an economic value on
each component at different average litter sizes.

REV

However we believe this to be the opposite. The expansion in our
commercial flock allowed us to stop, think and reevaluate the way
we do things and brought us to the conclusion to double down
and invest more again in the stud section of our business.

Number of Lambs Weaned (NLW)has been replaced by an improved ASBV called Weaning Rate (WR).
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Figure 2. The change in relative economic value (rev) for each component
trait at different flock litter sizes

Figure 2 shows the change in the relative economic value (REV)
for each component trait at different average litter sizes. We can
see that as the flock litter size increases (horizontal axis), that the
economic importance (vertical axis) of improving litter size declines, and conception plateaus, while rearing ability continues to
increase. This shows that at higher litter sizes, the economic importance of ewe rearing ability increases.

Picture of 120 Kurra-Wirra ram lambs that where joined at 8-9 month of age
this March.
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There are differences between WR and NLW, and breeders may
notice some reranking between the old NLW and the new WR ASBVs.
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Analysis

Correlation between
NLW and WR for 2020 sires

MERINOSELECT

0.59

Table 1. The correlation between wr and nlw for 2020 drop sires in the maternal and merinoselect evaluations.

• WR is derived from the component traits, using a different evaluation to NLW with improved data filtering and genomic information.
• Improvements to the way data is filtered means that we have
more ewes with component trait records than we did NLW records.
This means that more sires have a reportable WR ASBV than there
was for NLW.

Index

Correlation
between
NLW and WR
for 2020 sires

Average of
NLW index
(previous
index)

Average of
WR index
(new index)

Dual Purpose
Plus (DP+)

0.86

157.4

159.9

Merino
Production
Plus (MP+)

0.91

155.6

156.4

Fibre
Production
Plus (FP+)

0.93

143.0

144.2

Table 3 shows the correlation between 2020 drop sires, using the previous
NLW index and new WR indexes. The table also shows the difference in average index between the old and new index. The DP+ index sees the biggest
change with the inclusion of WR. This is because this index has the most
emphasis on reproduction, and therefore most impacted by the change in
reproduction trait.

• There is greater variation in performance for WR than NLW
As you can see above there has been some changes to the reproduction analysis hopefully allowing us to better breed for increased
reproductive outcomes in our flock.

I encourage everyone to use their Ram Select app to check and see
how their ram team is going for WR as if this is a significant part of
your breeding objective there could be a few changes.

There are differences between WR and NLW ASBVs as described
above. This means that when these traits are included in indexes,
there is re-ranking of animals.

Feel free to get in touch for help with this or more information
about the reproductive analysis changes.

Kurra-Wirra / Spring 22
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Use Ram Team Manager

Top sires / indexes

We promote the use of the Ram Select app and its feature “ram
team tracker” which allows you to track your ram team and flocks
genetic journey over time. As shown above in the “KW Ram team
Genetic change” section the graphs track the genetic progress
of your ram team and flock over time. We believe the “ram team
tracker” which is your “flocks future genetic direction” in combination with the DNA flock profile which is the “here and now” of
your flock, is a great combination. It allows you to set up, track and
take you forward genetically, to make the best and most informed
decisions on ram sale day to keep the genetic gain and continual
improvement of your flock steaming ahead. Currently due to the
analysis enhancements the ram team manager section of RamSelect isn’t working. I have however been in constant dialogue with
them, and they hope to have these issues fixed extremely soon.
For further or more detailed information on this please get in contact as we are more than happy to come out to you on farm and
help set it all up.

Non Mulesed
As explained in “The October 2020” newsletter, at Kurra-Wirra we
are focused on breeding an ethically produced animal and have
committed to being Non Mulesed (NM) in the stud. All rams available for purchase again at this year’s ram sale and onwards, will be
NM giving our buyers the ability to see and make decisions about
their future based both on the visual and the applicable ASBVs
(breech wrinkle, cover, and dag). These 3 traits are the main genetic
tools needed to take your flock in the NM direction. These rams can
also now be purchased by businesses who are RWS accredited.
As shown in the genetics change graphs our breech wrinkle is on a
sharp trajectory downwards.
It is great to see that the pressure on this in our breeding objective
and ram and ewe selection is paying off.
Ewe Breech Wrinkle
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Top 2022 Sale Team Sires
DP+

MP+

WR

Anderson 190669

217.81

199.08

0.29

Centre Plus 707350

213.03

197.61

0.24

The Mountain Dam EJA007

203.1

179.59

0.28

Anderson 160729

202.11

180.93

0.17

The Mountain Dam EJA002

191.96

185.55

0.21

Ridgeway 170005

188.25

178.12

Turkey Lane 150077

186.22

178.41

0.11

Kurra-Wirra 191271

186.22

179.79

0.15

Kurra-Wirra 191190

185.08

178.54

0.14
C

Top 1%

2015

2016
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Top 1O%

Top 20%

Sheep Genetics we are still working on creating a bigger data set
and one that is more linked as only roughly 6 studs across Australia are collecting this data. We are hoping that after another years
data entry from all studs plus some linkage to the NZ studs that we
should have ASBVs or at least within flock breeding values available
by years end. While this will be too late for ram purchasing decisions it will hopefully have an affect on our breeding decision in the
stud and will be another trait involved in our joining decisions for
next year drop.
Foot scores (0-5 Scale)
Score 0

Score 1

Score 2

Perfect Foot

Slight to moderate
inflammation from water
maceration with some
erosion and hair loss
between the claws.

The skin between the
claws is inflamed and raw
often with exudate and
redness. This condition
may involve part or all of
the soft horn on the inside
of the claws.

Score 3

Score 4

Score 5

Separation of the
skin-horn junction, with
underrunning of the heel
or sole ranging from 5mm
to fully across the sole
but not extending to the
outside edge of the sole of
the claw.

Extensive underrunning
extending across the
outside edge of the sole
of the claw into the hard
horn of the hoof wall with
signs of active infection.

This is the most severe
form of the disease
involving the sole, with extensive inflammation and
under-running of the hard
horn of the entire hoof.

2022

Late Dag

2014

Top 5%

2022

Footrot
We are still working on the footrot ASBV and running the trial again
in 2022. We believe strongly that using a breeding value to breed an
animal that is more resilient to footrot is the only solution to tackle
the problem that affects so many sheep in the high rainfall zone.
As stated in previous newsletters we had hoped by now to have
ASBVs for footrot on some of our genetics and available to you as
clients. This unfortunately isn’t the case. After consultation with
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KURRA WIRRA ASBVS
Key dates to see us
SHEEPVENTION - HAMILTON

Sunday July 31st - Tuesday Aug 2nd

VIC MERINO FIELD DAY - MARNOO

Monday Aug 15th

OPEN DAY - KURRA WIRRA

Wednesday Oct 12th

RAM SALE - KURRA WIRRA

Monday Oct 31st

Conformation
Early Growth
Worm Resistance
Feet And Legs

Quality Productive
Fine Whools

Contact Anthony Close for further information
P: 0437 085 217
E: anthony@kurrawirra.com.au
www.kurrawirra.com.au

More Lambs
Weaned

Commercial Focus
Big Number

Contact Tom Silcock for further information
P: 0419 882 239
E: tom@themountaindam.com.au
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Target sheep repro Ovastim
+ Muntimin – with Michael Close
This year we have adopted the Virbac Target sheep repro program
and the results thus far have been outstanding. I will start by mentioning that this program is aimed at ‘progressive breeders’ who
adopt Lifetime Ewe Management (LTEM) theories and have good
lamb survival practices already like scanning for multiples and reduced mob sizes.
The use of Ovastim and Multimin in the Target Sheep Repro program can deliver unparalleled results to help improve productivity,
fertility and fecundity through a dual mode of action.

What is ovastim?
Ovastim is an injectable product used to increase the ovulation
rates and consequently lambing percentages of ewes. It contains
Polyandroalbumin which is a conjugate of the steroid androstenedione and the protein albumin. It works on natural principles to
increase the ewe’s ovulation rates. It has been proven to increase
scanning rates of anywhere between 20-45% and works best when
the ewe is in optimal condition score of 3+ at joining.
We feel that using Multimin and Ovastim represents a sensational
profit-boosting opportunity for a lot of Merino enterprises.

Ovastim = more ova (eggs)
Multimin = improves embryo survival, more and healthier lambs

Costs?
On average it will cost $3.30 per ewe per year as maidens will be the
only one needing the double dose.

6-9 weeks prior
to joining

3-4 weeks prior
to joining

First Year

1 dose (2ml)

1 dose (2ml)

$5.27

Subsequant
Years

Not required

1 dose (2ml)

$2.64

It is worth considering the reasons why this product might not
work for everyone.
If you were already scanning more than 160% there is no need as it
would only increase the rates of triplets.
1. If your lamb survival rate isn’t great. No point trying to get
more lambs if you don’t know how to manage them properly.

Mob size and maternal behaviour
with multiples
“We have consistently been marking north of 160% in our twin
bearing ewes for a few years now. The combination of smaller mob
sizes as well as dramatic improvement in the maternal behavior
of our ewes has led to these results.” -Michael Close commercial
sheep manager
The commitment to breaking up mob sizes into less than 100 and
the majority around 60 or less has been a huge return on investment. We have used temporary electric fences to cut up paddocks
into smaller sections to achieve our desired mob sizes. This lambing season on our new property Arundale, we are using a combination of temporary electric fences, as well as a rotational grazing
10

Average of
Costs

Application

‘wagon wheel cells’ where we set stock the ewes in mobs of 60 in
the 7ha cells.
While this newsletter was being written we were starting lamb
marking twins out of the cells with the first 4 mobs of twins going
183%,
While checking ewes regularly throughout lambing and mustering the ewes and lambs for marking, you can see the increase in
our ewe’s maternal behavior. The maternal behavior and ewe rearing ability of the ewe are vitally important as we push for increased
conception and litter sizes. This will ensure we are turning as many
fetuses conceived into live lambs weaned.
Please contact Michael for more information.

Kurra-Wirra / Spring 22

Client Bio – ‘Meeblok’ Mick,
Rosey and Max Leeming
Michael and I have been breeding merino sheep for almost 40
years. Tom Silcock came into our business in the mid-1990s to help
us class our ewes and select rams to meet our breeding objectives,
which at that time were - 21-micron, robust, heavy cutting sheep
with white, stylish wool.
Since then, we have altered our breeding objective, wanting to become finer, but keep a reasonable wool cut and still having a good
make and shape of sheep. In the early 2000s we commenced buying rams from The Mountain Dam and bought the stronger end of
their sale selection. We were always impressed with the amount
of recording and data that Tom and Alison conducted in the stud.
Over the next ten years, we saw that the finer micron sheep were
still productive and were making more money than the stronger
micron sheep. We commenced seeking finer rams that were still
producing lots of wool.
When Tom and Alison sold The Mountain Dam to Kurra-Wirra we
were concerned that we may not be able to source the rams we
needed to continue our journey of producing productive, fertile,
easy to manage sheep. We felt some confidence that Tom would
continue to be involved at Kurra-Wirra. It was very important that
the Kurra-Wirra objectives could be aligned with ours. We feel our
doubts have been allayed. Especially over the past two years. Kurra-Wirra has been able to access fantastic genetics and place enormous pressure on the make and shape of sheep. Their passion and
enthusiasm are great to see.

Our breeding objective currently is – 17–18-micron, plain body, low
breech wrinkle, low WEC, white stylish wool, cutting 5 – 6 kilos, with
the aim of ceasing muelsing. Tom still classes our ewes every year.
We have placed pressure on fertility and lamb rearing ability for
over ten years now. This pressure has enabled us to lift our lambing percentage to over 110% ewes joined for the past two years.
Kurra Wirra places a large emphasis on lamb rearing ability, which
will help bolster this objective. We are now able to join the same
number of ewes to a X-Bred ram as we do to a Merino ram in a
sustainable way. We can continue to put pressure on producing a
high performing ewe.
Well, Max will be at their sale at the end of October – Michael and
I will be on holiday! We have seen that the measuring, selection
pressure and search for best genetics exhibited by the Kurra Wirra
Stud will continue to help grow our business and help us to make
better profits. Anthony has been keen to also bring more selection
pressure to bear by finding genetics which are foot-rot resistant.
This is very exciting. We look forward to seeing what Max brings
home in October. We know that with all the measuring and visual
selection pressure that is placed on the Stud, the rams will help us
on our merino journey.

Our son Max is now helping to run the farm and fortunately, likes
merinos too!

Anthony Close – 0437 085 217
Robert Close - 0413 285 860
Tom Silcock - 0419 882 239

Michael Close - 0458 602 669
Simon Close - 0447 715 647

kurrawirra.com.au

office@kurrawirra.com.au
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We farewelled our beloved matriarch Bernadette Close on the
24.07.2022. She loved her family, Kurra-Wirra and the community.
She will be greatly missed.
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